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Results
❏ Web Assembly also known as WASM is one of 

the newest forms of programming languages 
created with the specific purpose of running on 
virtual machines and client and server based 
applications in order to facilitate faster and more 
efficient interactions and connections.

❏ With new technology there are always issues that 
arise. The issues that arise with Web Assembly 
come in the form of different vulnerabilities.

❏ Security work to ensure protection of the stack 
canary.

❏ Brought to a larger scale and manipulated to work 
in multiple environments.

❏ All the other vulnerabilities that web assembly 
contains need to be addressed.

❏ A successful environment where WASM code can 
run was set up.

❏ The code runs normally if within the set buffer 
limit.

❏ If outside of buffer limit for the version with no 
canary control data is overwritten.

❏ A randomized canary was created and placed 
between the buffer and stack.

❏ If outside buffer limit for the version with a stack 
canary then the code exits with a warning that data 
is being overwritten and a stack buffer overflow 
has occurred.

Web Assembly is announced in 2015

Web Assembly launches in March of 2017

In 2019 Web Assembly vulnerabilities start 
being exploited

Browsers start updating to support Web 
Assembly in late 2017

2022 Web Assembly 2.0 starts getting 
worked on with no focus on vulnerabilities 

Other Common Vulnerabilities
❏ Heap MetaData Corruption
❏ Ability to overwrite stack data
❏ Code injection
❏ Remote code execution
❏ Stack Overflow
❏ Application specific data overwrite
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3. C version of code

4. Output of both files
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